Ressort: Politik

Middle East struggles Israel Palestine expand worldwide
Berlin, 19.05.2021 [ENA]
The fighting in the Middle East has been going on for more than a week; Actually, there was never really
any peace between the countries, because even if there was no shooting, the two groups have always hated
each other, it has always been simmering - and it will always stay that way.
First of all: Israel is a very small country, surrounded by Arab states such as Egypt, Saudi Arabia, Jordan,
Syria and Lebanon. Roughly comparable to the size of Hesse, around 22,000 square kilometers in size. But
why has the whole thing escalated again now?
Palestinians demonstrated because areas of the old town and the Aksa mosque had been cordoned off to
prevent gatherings from taking place. Furthermore, there are allegedly threatened evictions in the
aforementioned district, threatening Palestinian families because Jewish settlers are said to be entitled to
property there. Everything was a bit opaque, but it turned into an unpeaceful encounter between
Palestinians and Israelites.
After the severe clashes that followed between Palestinian and Israeli forces on the so-called Temple Mount
in Jerusalem, Hamas issued an ultimatum to Israel that the police and settlers should be withdrawn from the
Temple Mount and the Sheikh Jarrah / East Jerusalem district immediately. Since this did not take place,
the first rockets were fired at Israel on May 10th, the answer was not long in coming, to this day around
3400 rockets are said to have been fired at Israel, a large part of the Israeli anti-missile defense system Iron
Dome rendered harmless in time , but some got through and also destroyed civil facilities. Both sides are
now moaning and blaming each other for civilian deaths.
Both sides have many years of experience with these war games or they simply cannot stop. After the dead
and injured have been offset against each other, well over 10,000 reservists have now been drafted into
Israel and stationed in the Gaza zone. The whole thing doesn't look as if everything could be over before
Pentecost. Prime Minister Netanyahu said on television that he would continue operations while they were
necessary. In the meantime, Lebanon has also joined the fighting. Wait a minute, I think of something:
Lebanon, Beirut, explosion in August 2020? Ammonium nitrate or something like that, over 2700 tons?
Hell, it can be used to make explosives, and now it's gone. Or are there other camps of it in Lebanon? Who
knows.
But what's next now? Of course, our Mr Maas, who is little asked about Corona, has considered flying to
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the crisis area again, tomorrow it should be that time. It's stupid that a journalist addressed exactly that at
the federal press conference today, because actually it wasn't even known, his first answer was then: Could
be. Only when he was urged to take a clear position did he finally confirm the flight, but said nothing in
detail. However, another politician revealed it and immediately revealed another secret that was previously
in the dark. Germany now has special commissioners and a task force because normal federal offices and
ministers can no longer fully perform their tasks, new since May 11, 2021:
There is now also a special commissioner for the Middle East conflict. And he has been commissioned by
the EU in a well-paid post to fly with Maas tomorrow along with other unknown people. And as Mas has
revealed himself so far, he has 40 million euros in humanitarian aid, so HIS words, in his luggage. By how
many millions that will increase tomorrow and how often, we will find out at some point by the way when
the topic is no longer hot. Meanwhile, Maas is being criticized precisely because of these payments,
because earlier payments have often ended up in the wrong pegs and instead of being put into terrorist
financing for poor citizens, Maas naturally doesn't want to know anything about that.
Funny, even members of the Bundestag know that, not just a journalist. I understand: it's not so good to
admit that, there are always such uncomfortable questions.
But even worse: The escalation has now reached Germany, Palestinians take to the streets here, hurl their
hateful slogans against Jews and Israel on the streets, set Israeli flags on fire, there are attacks on
synagogues and do not adhere to any rule also applies in corona times. And what does the German state, the
German police do: Nothing. Watch, a few little tussles here and there, no demos breaking up.
Cobblestones fly in Neukölln, attempts are made to break down apartment doors, and attacks on the police.
A press representative reported on Twitter: Paving stones are now flying every second. Protesters try to
kick down the doors of residential buildings. The police have no control, we also have to withdraw.
Seehofer has nothing else to say than those who utter anti - Israel slogans and anti - Jews slogans feel the
harshness of the rule of law. A real laughing stock, the statement. First of all, the police on site get to feel
the harshness of the demonstrators, until Seehofer may pull himself up to take action against the numerous
demos that have already happened and that flare up again and again in Germany by simply banning them.
(The countries and cities can do that locally) He prefers to sit it out - because Pentecost is coming and by
then it could all be over, so wait and see. He's not so squeamish when it comes to so-called right-wing
extremist demonstrations, even stupid if you are afraid of this section of the population that Merkel brought
more and more into the country in 2015 and can no longer control it. Even Seibert, government press
spokesman, who only disseminates facts and transparency at the federal press conference, will not tolerate
anti-Semitic rallies in our democracy. Oh no, Mr. Seibert, why are so many like you say "anti-Semitic
rallies" in Germany? NONE was banned; Mr. Fact-Spreaders.
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And because it's so nice, Mr. Weber and Friedman are riding the right-wing radical wave again and see a
part of the responsibility for the anti-Semitic failures caused by the Middle East conflict by a party in
Germany that is constantly being pushed into the right corner. As if the radical Palestinians in Israel need
the help of a German party, they don't even know the party. How stupid such statements are, especially by
Friedman, who lived up to his former program name in HR - television "Caution Friedmann" and then lost
the program, is shown by the fact that the Middle East conflict had been going on for decades and the party
did not at all at that time existed. Where did they get their anti-Semitism from in 1980?
And that this whole escalation does not only have to do with the current events, shows an interview with
Bild Online, which shows Syrians who have now been living in Germany for 2 7 years and who talk about
the occupation and annexation of the country by Israel in 1948. You say very clearly that Israel and
Palestine can never coexist. They come from Africa, Europe and Asia. They have no home. When the
moderator asked where they should go if not in Israel, the answer was: No idea, this is not our problem, the
politicians can find a solution, but the main thing is not in Palestine. You can go to the Sahara.
Aha, so these are our new fellow citizens who were once refugees themselves and have settled here in
Germany, these are the friends of Ms. Merkel, her beloved diversity. She has probably miscalculated
something, that comes off when you first act and then think about it. Sure, these are individual opinions, but
it is bad enough that young foreigners have and spread this image. And where they got the enemy image is
probably clear. Oops, suddenly the leader of the CDU Brinkhaus reports criticism of the integration policy.
He speaks of the forfeiture of the right to hospitality, Germany must demand more of its values.
But Mr. Brinkhaus, you don't like to hear that at all. Please be careful, you quickly become a racist and
partisanly away from the window, because you don't like hearing truths in this area. Mr. Röttgen even
speaks in the Bundestag of anti-Israel programs on TV that are received millions of times here in Germany.
How quickly the mood can change. This more censored article ends here.
Bericht online lesen:
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